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Performance of heterojunction p 1 microcrystalline silicon n crystalline
silicon solar cells

M. W. M. van Cleef,a) J. K. Rath, F. A. Rubinelli,b) C. H. M. van der Werf,
R. E. I. Schropp, and W. F. van der Weg
Utrecht University, Debye Institute, P.O. Box 80000, NL-3508 TA, Utrecht, The Netherlands

~Received 20 December 1996; accepted for publication 12 September 1997!

We have studied by Raman spectroscopy and electro-optical characterization the properties of thin
boron doped microcrystalline silicon layers deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition~PECVD! on crystalline silicon wafers and on amorphous silicon buffer layers. Thin
20–30 nmp1 mc-Si:H layers with a considerably large crystalline volume fraction (;22%) and
good window properties were deposited on crystalline silicon under moderate PECVD conditions.
The performance of heterojunction solar cells incorporating such window layers were critically
dependent on the interface quality and the type of buffer layer used. A large improvement of open
circuit voltage is observed in these solar cells when a thin 2–3 nm wide band-gap buffer layer of
intrinsic a-Si:H deposited at low temperature (;100 °C) is inserted between the microcrystalline
and crystalline silicon@complete solar cell configuration: Al/(n)c-Si/buffer/p1mc-Si:H/ITO/Ag!#.
Detailed modeling studies showed that the wide band-gapa-Si:H buffer layer is able to prevent
electron backdiffusion into thep1 mc-Si:H layer due to the discontinuity in the conduction band at
the amorphous-crystalline silicon interface, thereby reducing the high recombination losses in the
microcrystalline layer. At the same time, the discontinuity in the valence band is not limiting the
hole exit to the front contact and does not deteriorate the solar cell performance. The defect density
inside the crystalline silicon close to the amorphous-crystalline interface has a strong effect on the
operation of the cell. An extra atomic hydrogen passivation treatment prior to buffer layer
deposition, in order to reduce the number of these defects, did further enhance the values ofVoc and
fill factor, resulting in an efficiency of 12.2% for a cell without a back surface field and texturization.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!03324-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Amorphous-crystalline silicon heterojunction solar ce
have attracted increased attention after it was demonstr
that high efficiencies~21%! can be achieved on Cz silico
using a simple structure and only low temperatu
processes.1 This approach has the potential of becoming
cost-effective alternative for present dayc-Si and poly-Si
solar cell technology.

The p-n junction in such solar cells is formed by a lo
temperature deposition process~plasma enhanced chemic
vapor deposition: PECVD! and not by the conventional hig
temperature diffusion process above 900 °C. PECVD has
advantage of not only being a low temperature process, b
also a process in which the doping, band gap, and thickn
of the deposited layers can be controlled and profiled ac
rately, which offers new opportunities for optimizing the d
vice performance. Due to the low process temperat
cheaper lower-quality substrates~which would normally de-
grade in a high temperature process! can be used. Back sur
face fields and passivating layers can also be made by d
sition. Finally, low temperature deposition will be one of t
most promising options for junction formation for next ge
eration thin film polysilicon solar cells grown on cheap su
strates~e.g., glass!.

a!Electronic mail: cleef@fys.ruu.nl
b!Present address: Intec, Universidad Nacionale del Literal, Gu¨emes, 3450,

3000 Santa Fe, Argentina.
J. Appl. Phys. 82 (12), 15 December 1997 0021-8979/97/82(12)/
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Amorphous-crystalline silicon heterojunction solar ce
usually consist of a thin (,30 nm) highly doped amorphou
silicon window layer deposited on a crystalline silicon waf
of opposite doping. Apart from formation of thep-n junc-
tion, this window layer should have a high transparency~in
order to maximize light absorption in the crystalline silico
base! and a high conductivity for reducing the cell’s seri
resistance. Microcrystalline silicon could be a more suita
material as the window layer in silicon heterojunction so
cells. It possesses not only a low absorption coefficient in
blue part of the absorption spectrum but also a much hig
conductivity than conventional amorphous window laye
such asp1 a-SiC:H or p1 a-Si:H.

Highly conductivep-type microcrystalline silicon films
have been obtained in the past by several groups u
PECVD and other techniques,2,3 but the deposition condi-
tions used were often extreme~e.g., high power and high
frequency!, and not easily transferrable to solar cell produ
tion. Moreover, most of the claims of high conductivity a
confined to thick films (.100 nm) which do not ensure tha
this property will remain at the smaller thickness employ
in window layers of solar cells. It has been shown by ma
groups that it is difficult to achieve microcrystalline dope
window layers with sufficiently small thickness (,20 nm).4

This has been attributed to an incubation phase during
mc-Si:H growth which hinders the deposition of thinmc-Si:H
films.5

In order to improve the performance of heterojuncti
solar cells a thin amorphous silicon buffer layer is sometim
60896089/7/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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inserted between thep layer and the crystalline silicon~the
so-called HIT solar cell: heterojunction with intrinsic th
film!.6,7 The exact role of such a thin buffer layer on th
operation of these solar cells is still unclear. In this paper
present a method to achieve highly conductive 20–30
thin p1 mc-Si:H films on crystalline silicon at moderat
PECVD deposition conditions and show the succes
implementation of these window layers in crystalline silic
heterojunction solar cells. Detailed numerical simulatio
will be used to gain insight into the operation of these ce
and to explain the observed improvement in cell perf
mance upon incorporation of a thin buffer layer between
p1 mc-Si:H layer and thec-Si wafer. We will finally present
a new method to passivate at a low temperature the de
inside the crystalline silicon wafer close to the amorpho
crystalline interface.

II. EXPERIMENT

Boron dopedmc-Si:H films were made by PECVD in a
UHV multichamber deposition system8 at the standard rf fre-
quency~13.56 MHz!, a low power density (100 mW/cm2),
and low substrate temperature~160 °C!. Trimethylboron was
used as the dopant gas. High hydrogen dilution (H2/SiH4

5200) and a reduced pressure~0.99 mbar! were also neces
sary to maintain microcrystallinity at a small film thickne
(,30 nm).9 The microcrystallinity of these films was inves
tigated by Raman spectroscopy measured in the backsca
ing geometry. The 5145 Å line of an Ar ion laser with
plasma filter was used for excitation. Films were deposi
on double side polishedn-type 1V cm Czc-Si wafers hav-
ing a thickness of 250mm. For optical and electrical charac
terization, films were also deposited on Corning 7059 gl
substrates.

Heterojunction solar cells incorporating the microcry
talline layers had the following configuration: Al~200 nm!/
(n)c-Si~250mm!/buffer~0–5 nm!/(p1)mc-Si:H~30 nm!/ITO
~80 nm!/Ag grid ~100 nm!. A simple cell structure was cho
sen~without BSF, texturization, or extra antireflection coa
ings! and all the processing was done at low temperat
~below 220 °C, i.e., substrate temperature used for the d
sition of the ITO layer!. Prior to deposition, the natural oxid
on the wafer was removed by dipping the wafer in dilut
HF ~1%! for 1 min. Some (n)c-Si substrates were subjecte
to an extra atomic hydrogen exposure at a substrate temp
ture of 300 °C for 10 min prior to the buffer layer depositio
The atomic hydrogen was produced in a separate chamb
the same multichamber deposition system by flowing hyd
gen gas along a hot~1800 °C! tungsten wire. In this so-called
hot wire chemical vapor deposition~HWCVD!10 technique
the substrate can be exposed to atomic hydrogen with
additional detrimental ion bombardment and thus can
used for passivation of surface states and of defects in
c-Si close to the surface. Three different ultrathin buffer la
ers were investigated:~1! device qualitya-Si:H, ~2! a-Si:H
deposited at low substrate temperature (;100 °C), ~3!
a-SiC:H. The various deposition conditions of the intrins
amorphous silicon buffer layers are listed in Table I. T
transparent front contact~ITO! was deposited by reactiv
evaporation of an indium-tin alloy (In0.9Sn0.1) in an oxygen
6090 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997
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atmosphere (1024 mbar) at a substrate temperature
220 °C. Finally, aluminum at the back and a silver grid p
tern at the front of the cell were deposited to form the co
tacts.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Microcrystalline silicon

First we show results of the growth of microcrystallin
silicon layers on crystalline silicon at moderate deposit
conditions. Figure 1 shows the Raman spectrum taken
20 nm thinp1-mc-Si:H layer deposited on ac-Si wafer at a
pressure 0.99 mbar. The Raman signal can be deconvo
into the pure crystalline silicon contribution from the su
strate ~fixed at 520 cm21!, the amorphous component a
480 cm21, and the crystalline component at 514 cm21 of the
p1mc-Si:H layer. The peak position of the crystalline com
ponent of thep1 mc-Si:H layer is shifted from the pure
crystalline silicon peak position (520 cm21). No such shift is
observed for thick (;300 nm) p1-mc-Si:H layers, which
have much larger grains. This suggests that the shif
caused by the grain size effect11 and any contribution to the
shift due to coupling of plasmons and phonons is negligib
The crystalline volume fraction12 in this film was about 22%.
This is well above the critical volume fraction~16%! needed
for carrier transport along the percolation path.12 This indi-
cates that, the incubation phase is short or nonexistent. T
conditions then lead to homogeneous microcrystall
growth which starts directly at the surface of the substr

TABLE I. Deposition conditions of the investigated intrinsic amorpho
silicon buffer layers.

Buffer layer
Tsub

~°C!
p

~mbar!
Prf

(mW/cm2)
SiH4:CH4

~sccm!

Device qualitya-Si:H 180 700 27 40:0
Low temp.a-Si:H 100 700 27 40:0
a-SiC:H 140 700 24 30:30

FIG. 1. Measured Raman spectrum of a 20 nmp1 mc-Si:H layer deposited
on c-Si.
van Cleef et al.
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resulting in microcrystalline layers even at small film thic
ness. This is confirmed by the high conductivity (
31022 S/cm) and low activation energy~0.059 eV! of a thin
~15 nm! p1 mc-Si:H film deposited on a glass substrate.9

Figure 2 shows the measured optical properties of
microcrystalline layers. Compared to a device-qua
p1 a-SiC:H window layer, thep1 mc-Si:H layer has a lower
absorption coefficient above 2.2 eV. In this part of the sp
trum wherea is above 104 cm21, small changes in the ab
sorption coefficient can have a large influence on the b
response of a solar cell. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 whi
shows the simulated absorption as a function of wavelen
for a 30 nmp layer when using different types of window
layers~p1 a-Si:H, p1 a-SiC:H, p1 mc-Si:H! in a standard
heterojunction solar cell. The simulations were done wit
ray tracing program on a multilayer structure using the o
cal constants~refractive index and absorption coefficient! of
the separate layers as an input parameters.13 The program

FIG. 2. Measured optical absorption coefficient as a function of energy
p1 mc-Si:H layer compared to a wide band-gapp1 a-SiC:H layer, both
deposited on glass.

FIG. 3. Simulated absorption spectrum in thep1 layer of a heterojunction
solar cell having a standard cell configuration~80 nm ITO/30 nmp1 layer/3
nm i -a-Si:H/250 mm (n)c-Si/500 nm Al! but different types of window
layers~p1 a-Si:H, p1 a-SiC:H, p1 mc-Si:H!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997
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also takes into account interference effects. It can be cle
observed that the absorption below 600 nm in a 30 nmp1

mc-Si:H is considerably lower than in ap1 a-SiC:H or p1

a-Si:H layer of equal thickness. Assuming that all of th
photogenerated carriers in thep layer are lost through re
combination, as has been found experimentally,14 the loss in
short circuit current density is 1.8, 2.2, and 3.5 mA/cm2 for a
p1 mc-Si:H, p1 a-SiC:H, or p1 a-Si:H layer, respectively.

B. Buffer layer

The quality of a window layer can only be judged in th
actual solar cell configuration. A solar cell made with a
nm thickp1 mc-Si:H window layer directly deposited on th
crystalline silicon wafer~no buffer layer inserted! showed
very high short circuit current densityJsc(;29 mA/cm2),
which proves the excellent window properties of thep1 mc-
Si:H layer. However, the open circuit voltageVoc(;0.3 V)
and the fill factor FF (;0.4) of this cell were very poor
Also, the forward dark current density at low voltage w
very high (;531024 A/cm2), indicating the presence o
efficient recombination processes.

In order to improve the values ofVoc and FF, we studied
the incorporation of various thin buffer layers between t
c-Si and thep1 mc-Si:H. A successful buffer layer has t
fulfill three requirements:~1! it has to form a nucleation
layer for mc-Si:H growth, ~2! it should have a low defec
density, and~3! it should passivate the surface danglin
bonds onc-Si. Microcrystalline silicon layers were grown o
three intrinsic amorphous silicon buffer layers:~1! device
quality a-Si:H, ~2! a-Si:H deposited at low temperatur
~100 °C!, ~3! a-SiC:H. Though microcrystalline silicon
grows easily onc-Si substrate, it can be observed in th
Raman spectrum~Fig. 4! that a film of equal thickness~30
nm! grown on device qualitya-Si:H is completely amor-
phous in nature. This film has a very low conductivity (
31028 S/cm) and a high activation energy~0.49 eV!. How-
ever, films grown under the same conditions on low tempe
turea-Si:H or a-SiC:H show a considerable crystalline com
ponent in the Raman spectrum. Infrared analysis and C
studies reveal that these two amorphous~silicon! buffer lay-
ers exhibit a high microstructure factorR* ~0.5 and 0.8 for
the LT a-Si:H anda-SiC:H, respectively! and large Urbach
tail parameterE0 ~80 and 110 meV, respectively! compared
to device-qualitya-Si:H ~R* ,0.1 andE0548 meV!. Appar-
ently, the crystalline volume fraction increases when the
crocrystalline layer is grown on a highly strained, void ric
network.

Heterojunction solar cells incorporating the low tem
perature depositeda-Si:H buffer layer ~2–5 nm! showed
more than one order lower reverse and forward current d
sity at low voltage compared to the cell without any buff
layer. More importantly, the cells with the 0.6–2 nm buff
layer show a large improvement inVoc , i.e., from 0.35 V to
over 0.50 V and to a smaller extent in fill factor, see Fig.
The short circuit current density (Jsc) remains roughly un-
changed even for a 3 nmbuffer layer. Due to the low depo
sition temperature used, the band gap of thea-Si:H is wid-
ened to 1.9 eV which reduces the optical absorption in
buffer layer compared to device-qualitya-Si:H ~band gap of

a

6091van Cleef et al.
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1.7 eV!. The application of a 2 nmbuffer layer resulted in an
increase of the solar cell efficiency from about 4% to nea
9%. For thicker buffer layers (.3 nm) the low conductivity
of the intrinsica-Si:H layer becomes dominant, thereby i
creasing the solar cell series resistance which lowersVoc and
FF.

FIG. 4. Measured Raman spectra of three 30 nm thinp1 mc-Si:H films
grown on~a! device qualitya-Si:H, ~b! low temperature depositeda-Si:H,
and ~c! a-SiC:H.

FIG. 5. Experimental lightI –V parameters of heterojunction solar cel
having a 30 nmp1 mc-Si:H window layer and an ultrathin low temperatu
deposited intrinsica-Si:H buffer layer as a function of the buffer laye
thickness. Illumination is 100 mW/cm2 AM1.5. The cell area is 0.64 cm2.
The drawn lines are only guides to the eye.
6092 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997
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C. Modeling

In order to gain understanding about the exact role o
buffer layer inserted between thep1 mc-Si:H and the
(n)c-Si layer, we employed the computer codeAMPS ~analy-
sis of microelectronic and photonic structures developed
The Pennsylvania State University15,16! for model studies.

An overview of input parameters used in our simulatio
has been listed in Table II. A midgap defect density
1012 cm23 was adopted in the crystalline silicon wafer an
an extra 5 nm thin defective layer at the top surface of
wafer has been added in order to simulate the presence
high density of interface states. Experimentally determin
values of the low temperature deposited intrinsica-Si:H and
p1 mc-Si:H layers were taken as input parameters for
buffer andp1 layer. The band-gap difference between t
p1 layer/buffer and buffer/c-Si was initially equally distrib-
uted between the valence and conduction band, but the e
of different distributions was also studied by adjusting t
unknown electron affinity of the buffer layer. Interface defe
densities in a range between 1010 cm22 and 1013 cm22, and
buffer layer thickness in the range of 0–5 nm were explor

Figure 6 shows the simulated dependence ofVoc andJsc

with respect to the buffer layer thickness. We found for de
sities of interface states below 1012 cm22, in agreement with
our experimental results, a significant improvement ofVoc

upon incorporation of a thin~1–5 nm! wide-band-gap buffer
layer whileJsc remains almost unaltered. The origin of th
significant improvement ofVoc can be found by comparing
the recombination rate profiles of the two solar cell config
rations with and without a thin buffer layer. Figure 7 show
these calculated recombination rates for a forward voltag
V50.5 V and under 100 mW/cm2 illumination. Note that
this plot was drawn on a log–log scale. For the cell havin
3 nm buffer layer incorporated, the recombination rate
high in the p1 layer and at defective interface~interface
defect density of 1011 cm22!. However when no buffer is
included, there is a much stronger recombination inside
p1 layer. We have seen in our simulations that for this p
ticular case the recombination losses surpass the photo
rent generated inside thep1 mc-Si:H layer. Since the minor-
ity carriers, which limit the recombination in this layer, a
electrons, this means that a considerable number of elect
are diffusing from the crystalline silicon into thep1 layer
and recombine there immediately. NearVoc the internal elec-
tric field opposing the electron back diffusion is quite we
and the combination of a large density of defects toget
with a low mobility gap of thep1 mc-Si:H layer gives rise to
large recombination losses, which lowersVoc significantly.
The model indicates that the solar cell performance can
improved significantly by blocking or at least reducing th
backdiffusion of electrons into thep1 layer. When a wide
band-gap buffer is inserted between the wafer and
p1 mc-Si:H layer, the band discontinuity at the conducti
band (DEc) prevents photogenerated electrons from diffu
ing back into thep1 layer, see Fig. 8. As a result, the re
combination losses in thep1 layer are strongly reduced
which leads to a higherVoc .

On the other hand, for voltages lower thanVoc , photo-
generated holes coming from the crystalline silicon have
van Cleef et al.
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Do
TABLE II. List of most important input parameters used for our simulations withAMPS. For thep1 and buffer
layer experimental values ofp1mc-Si:H and low temperature deposited intrinsica-Si:H layers were taken,
respectively.

Layer p1 mc layer Buffer layer Def. interfacec-Si c-Si wafer

Thickness~nm! 30 variable 5 250mm
Electron affinity~eV! 4.05 variable 4.05 4.05
Mobility gap ~eV! 1.12 1.96 1.12 1.12
Optical gap~eV! ••• 1.87 ••• •••
Doping level (cm23) 4.8531019 ••• 131016 131016

Electron mobility (cm2/V s) 40 20 1500 1500
Hole mobility (cm2/V s) 4 2 480 480
Midgap defect density (cm23) 531018 531016 variable 131012

Valence band tail energy~meV! 50 65 ••• •••
Conduction band tail energy~meV! 30 45 ••• •••
e

difficulties in reaching thep1 layer by drift diffusing over
the potential barrier in the valence band. This is because th
effective barrier for photogenerated holes moving toward
the p1 layer is lower than the effective barrier that electrons
diffusing back into thep1 layer have to surmount~i.e., elec-
tric field in thec-Si depletion region in addition to conduc-
tion band discontinuity!. Therefore the photocurrent is not
affected by the discontinuity in the valence band. Additiona
simulations revealed that this only holds when the discont
nuity in the valence band is less than 0.45 eV. For highe
valence band discontinuities the hole collection is suppress
and the current already starts decreasing at a relative lo
forward bias leading to S-shaped lightJ–V characteristics
and low fill factors. Since we did not observe any S-shap
character or low fill factors (FF.0.7) in the experimental
J–V characteristics of our optimized heterojunction sola
cells, we infer that in our devices the valence band discont
nuity is less than 0.45 eV.

FIG. 6. Simulated dependence of open circuit voltage (Voc) and short cir-
cuit current density (Jsc) on buffer layer thickness and interface state den-
sity for a heterojunction solar cell having the following configuration: 30 nm
p1 mc-Si:H/i a-Si:H buffer/5 nmc-Si defective interface/250mm (n)c-Si.
The band-gap difference between buffer andc-Si is equally distributed be-
tween valence and conduction band.
82, No. 12, 15 December 1997
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Since the buffer layer is quite thin (;3 nm), we also
investigated the effect of direct and multistep tunneling cur-
rents flowing through the buffer layer on the illuminated
J–V characteristics. Preliminary modeling results show that
for an equally distributed band discontinuity distribution,
these mechanisms do not introduce significant changes in th
J–V curves predicted byAMPS. Wide band-gap buffer layers
even as thin as 1.5 nm do not allow for much electron-
backdiffusion into thep1 layer.

D. Low temperature passivation

The experimental open circuit voltages of the hetero-
junction solar cells in the previous sections are rather low
(Voc;0.5 V) compared to crystalline silicon homojunction
solar cells made on Cz grown silicon. From our simulation

FIG. 7. Simulated recombination rate atV50.5 V forward bias voltage and
AM1.5 100 mW/cm2 illumination for a heterojunction solar cell with~solid
line! and without~dashed line! a 3 nm thin low temperature intrinsica-Si:H
buffer layer incorporated. The cell configuration is identical to that used for
Fig. 6. The interface defect density was taken 1011 cm22 and the band-gap
difference was equally distributed over valence and conduction band.
6093van Cleef et al.
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studies, see Fig. 6, we conclude thatVoc and efficiency can
be enhanced if we are able to reduce the amount of defect
the crystalline silicon close to the interface below 1012 cm22.
Our approach was to passivate these defects by atomic
drogen produced by the hot wire technique. It is well know
that atomic hydrogen can diffuse into crystalline silicon a
ready at low temperature (;300 °C) and thereby passivate
dangling bonds.17 During subsequent junction and contac
formation processes, the temperature does not exce
;350 °C, ~i.e., the effusion temperature of hydrogen! and
therefore the hydrogen is expected to remain inside the cr
talline silicon.

Experimentally we found, by comparing theJ–V char-
acteristics of heterojunction solar cells having identic
buffer ~3 nm! andp1 layer but different pretreatment of the
c-Si wafer, that an extra atomic hydrogen pretreatment of t
crystalline silicon wafer prior to buffer layer deposition lead
to an improvement in all the photovoltaic parameters, esp
cially in open circuit voltage~Voc from 0.50 to 0.57 V! and
fill factor ~FF from 0.64 to 0.73!. With the atomic hydrogen
pretreatment the solar cell efficiency is improved from 8.9%
to 12.2%. Spectral response measurements~Fig. 9! show that
the red response is significantly enhanced without mu
change in the blue response for the case of the H-passiva
heterojunction solar cell. This indicates that more hole
which are generated deep inside the crystalline silicon a
collected, presumably due to lower recombination loss
near the interface. This demonstrates the feasibility of the h
wire technique producing atomic hydrogen to passivate t
defective surface of crystalline silicon without causing ser

FIG. 8. Simulated band diagram atV50.5 V forward bias voltage and
AM1.5 100 mW/cm2 illumination for a heterojunction solar cell~a! without
and ~b! with a 3 nm thin low temperature intrinsica-Si:H buffer layer
incorporated. The cell configuration is the same as for Figs. 6 and 7. T
interface defect density was taken 1011 cm22 and the band-gap difference
was equally distributed over valence and conduction band.
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ous additional damage as is common in most H-plas
treatments.18

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that thin~20–30 nm! microcrystalline
layers with good window properties can be deposited
moderate PECVD conditions on crystalline silicon coat
with amorphous silicon buffer layers. The performance
heterojunction solar cells incorporating such window lay
was critically dependent on the type of buffer used and
quality of the interface. A large improvement in open circu
voltage is observed in these solar cells when a thin 2–3
wide band-gap buffer layer is inserted between the micr
rystalline and crystalline silicon. Modeling studies show
that the wide band-gapa-Si:H buffer layer is able to preven
electron backdiffusion into thep1 layer, which reduces the
high recombination losses in the microcrystalline layer.
extra atomic hydrogen passivation treatment prior to bu
layer deposition, in order to reduce the number of def
states close to the interface, did further enhanceVoc and fill
factor, resulting in an efficiency of 12.2% for a heterojun
tion cell without a BSF and texturization.
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